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I’ve been an enthusiastic computer artist/animator/programmer

‘x9’

since the early 80’s. I’m fascinated

by the new forms of artistic expression, communication, simulation, extension of the senses and
pleasure that are made possible by computer graphicslanimatlon and concepts such as virtual space,
interactivity, artificial intelligence and networking. As an ex-biochemist, I’m also hopeful about the
potential of these areas to form a kind of a bridge between the arts and sciences, although thls
certainly will not happen overnight.
What I’d like to explore here is the somewhat disembodied landscape surrounding the human and
the computer, a landscape in which the computer Is increasingly used as the metaphor for the self.
These interests arise directly from my experience last year of developing symptoms of Repetitive
Strain Injury (RSI) - pain, heaviness and weakness in my tight an and hand.

1. The HumanlComwter
“If you neglect

your body

Connection

It will revenge

Itself by maklng

you lose your mlnd”[l]

If you’re a cerebral sort of person, the kind of person who is more involved with what’s happening in
your head than in your body, the computer gives you a way to be even more like that. Aside from your
arms, hands, eyes and brain, it’s almost a nuisance to have a body when you’re working with a
computer. It gets in the way of the mesmerizing interaction between the screen and your mind,
unreasonably demanding food and attention -or that’s how it seems, stiffening your back and
shoulders when you just want to keep going and going.
One of my dreams was always to have a computer graphics studio at home. Now that I have this,
there have been many times that I have completely ignored all bodily sensations during marathon

computer sessions. The most squalid moment was probably being force-fed by my partner while still
sitting in front of the screen!
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The computer gives you a very seductive way to extend your abilities and senses -to produce slicklooking documents when you can hardly type at all, to recall and digest large amounts of information,
to visualise mathematical formulae, to model scientific processes, etc etc. I find, as an artist, that I can
make images that I couldn’t or wouldn’t consider using traditional media. It’s also fascinating to
envisage the new forms of art that are possible with computers: for example art that interacts with the
viewer in a meaningful way, The art-object as unique, financially appreciating artefact is seriously
threatened by these developments.
But despite the very real sensual pleasure I feel from the Images I make, I can’t help noticing how unsensual computers and their interfaces are. The senses of smell, touch and taste are barely
represented in the hard grey plastic boxes and input devices. An interesting exception to this trend is
Allison Druin’s “Noobie”[2], a huge furry creature that chitdren squeeze and touch in order to
communicate with the computer.
The kinaesthetic body, which is absent in the current computer Interfaces that are based on
keyboard or mouse, may well enter the picture when the concept of virtual space becomes readily
available. Using body suits and gloves, you could move your whole body to Interact with a synthetic
world that you see In special glasses. In this way the computer could provide a kind of virtual prosthetic
device for the body: for example you move your arms, and in your glasses you see a DNA helix being
split apart by probes. The possibfiiies here are fantastic.
But what about when we use computers to communicate with each other? “Reach out and touch
someone” intones the phone company and we scarcely stop to remember that we can’t actually do
that with a phone call. The same is true for communication through computer networks: text takes the
place of person-to-person interaction.
Timothy Leary[S] says that we could use virtual space to do all sorts of things with each other, such
as a game of tennis between people in two different locations. In fact he says, the only thing that
would be difficult would be exchanging bodily fluids, a humorous remark which draws attention to the
absence of direct corporeality which pervades the concept of virtual space. What does it mean that
this concept has been so eagerly taken up recently in popular culture? And why are we so captivated
by the idea of a process that bypasses direct information from most of our own bodily senses?
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2. The Computer
“Computers

as Metaphor

are our symbol, our logo”[4]

Throughout history there’s been an intimate relationship between the latest technological
advances and the metaphor for the self. This is somewhat of a ‘chicken and egg’ relationship - it’s hard
to say which comes first, the technology or the view of ourselves.
The Greeks lived in a technology based on crafl and likened man to a clay vessel. More recently,
the advent of clocks enabled Rene Descartes in the 17th century to liken a sick man to a badly made
clock. Since then machinery has been very much the metaphor for self. This is largely subconscious:
people speak of being rusty or sharp, broken down, running on empty, etc etc.
Today, as the boundary blurs between technology and the body, people seem to be shifting
almost unconsciously from this mechanical model of themselves to one based on the computer. I
notice this initially amongst scientific and technical people. The computer metaphor Is increasingly
used to explain or model human biological processes: for example references to information
supposedly ‘hardwired’ in DNA, to the idea that blologtcal organisms are really information processing
devices or that the mind is just a complex pattern of information in the brain. Actually the brain comes
in for alot of these computer metaphors - if is sometimes referred to as wetware’, often considered to
function just like a computer. I have even heard references to the ‘wiring diagram’ of the brain.
Recently a computer programmer was telling me that he was feeling off-colour: “my software’s OK
but I think my hardware has problems”. In Denmark a young man became psychotic with what was
called a ‘computer syndrome’ after many 12-16 hour a day sessions at his coniputefl51. Apparently he
was hospitalised with insomnia and anxiety after he began to think in programming language, waking
up in the middle of the night thinking “Line 10, go to the bathroom, Line 11 next”. He told doctors
“there is no difference between the computer and man”.
While this last example may be extreme, I have caught myself jamming my finger, thinking “UNDO”
and exDectina this to happen. I know I’m not the only person to start thinking of myself as a computer.

“One morning I woke up and decided to do something about how fncreaslngfy
tense my shoulders felt, so I arranged to have a massage. The masseur unlocked
some of my frozen mvsdes and sent me to an osteopath, who, In the course of h/s
work, commented that the tendons In my ffght arm were /Ike those of a sheep
shearer. Coming from a farmlng family, this comparison d/d not alarm me (actually I
felt proud!) untff he safd that the reason shearers drfnk so much Is that they are In
so much pa/n. It was then that the pains, heaviness and weaknesses In my afms,
wflsts and hands wefe correlated with tendon/t/s; I pa/d attention when there was a
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medlcal label. It enabled me to take s/c& leave from work and to permit myself to
rest. I have not flown a commercial 30 logo sfnce, I became

3 . MindlBodv

Dualism

“Matter

a nolse....matter

Is a word,

Is splrlt

a teacher

Instead.”

named”[6]

What does it mean to think of yoursetf as a computer7 To me it seems to reflect the Cartesian
mind/body dualism, with mind equating with software and body with hardware. To understand the
mind/body dualism I will turn to the writing of Elizabeth Grosr[q:
“With rare exceptions in the history of [Western] philosophy, the mind and body have been
conceived in isolation from each other, functioning as binary or mutually exclusive terms. The
attributes of one are seen as incompatible with those of the other. In, for example, Descartes’
influential writings, the body is defined by its extension, that is tts capacity to be located in, to occupy
space. By contrast, the mind is considered as conceptual, based on Reason.”
Thus the mind is considered conceptual and non-spatial; the body spatial and non-conceptual.
“Subjectivity and personhood [is identified] with the conceptual side of the opposition while
relegating the body to the status of an object, outside of and distinct from consciousness.”
“This binary opposition is commonly associated with a number of other binary pairs: culture and
nature, private and public, self and other, subject and ob]ect...Mind becomes associated with culture,
reason, the subject and the self; while body is correlated with nature, the passions, the object and the
other....Excluded

from notions of subjectivity, personhood or identity, the body becomes an

‘objective’ observable entity, a thing...The fact that the body is the point of origin of a perspective, that
it occupies a conceptual, social and cultural point of view cannot be explained on such a model”

“it Is very difficult to get a clear understandlng
of tendon/t/s and RSI. The area 1s
contravers/a/ and heterogenous, Many c/a/m that It Is a// In the mlnd and rhat there
Is no observable damage to the body, a/though the Lancet[B] has repoffed an
Australfan study where muscle biopsies of RSI sufferers showed strlklng
abnormalities
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4. An alaorithm
“Your

for the Self?

body Is a burden.

It Is simply

meat”[9]

The mind/body dualism means that mind, equated with the self Is consldered conceptual and not
spatial; body, equated with the other is considered spatial but not conceptual. Applying this to a
computer metaphoi for the setf, we end up with the body as hardware and the mtnd as software.
What could this mean? To me it reflects the idea that one’s subjectivity or sense of self could be
reduced to software, to a set of instructions that could operate independently of the body.
Understanding oneself would become a problem of coding, of finding the right algorithm. The body,
being hardware, would be replaceable, posslbly redundant.
This Idea is seductive and has been taken up enthuslastlcally in various circles: most notably parts
of the Al community, cyberpunk Sci Fi and increasingly, popular culture. “Your body is a burden” says
a ‘Cyber Dada Manifesto’[lO], “it Is simply meat....all physical and emotional feelings can be chemically
simulated..be totally efficient...the end of the world is coming but it’s the beginning of the perfect
techno world” and so on.
Hans Moravec in his book ‘Mind Children’[l l] speaks of a post-bfologlcal world, where the human
brain is freed from its mind (and body) and loaded Into self-Improving, thinking machines that he calls
“mind children”. He talks of our “uneasy truce between mind and body” and recommends that “human
thought [be] released from bondage to a mortal body”. The essence of himself, he says, is “the
pattern and process going on In his head and body, not the machinery supporting that process..the
rest is mere jelly”.
‘Jelly’, ‘meat’: these are not terms that imply respect. The body seems lo take the blame for all
perception of vulnerability, need and mortality. “We have been taught to neglect, despise and violate
our bodies and put all faith In our brains’ll21. The assumptions seem to be that the real you is the
thoughts in your head, that if you can leave the bodybehind you will never have to feel pain again. If
only this were true!
‘I’d

seen myself prlmarly

intelligent
arm’s

robot.

i thought

my body’s

role was to execute
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I felt beyond
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the ‘Jane Fonda
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the body,
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5. A Cork Bobbina
“He said I treated
were

tlke animals

thoughts

in the Ocean
as If I generated

them myself

but In hls view they

In the forest”[l3]

If the concept of an algorithmic self denies the body’s role in subjectivity, what else could be
omitted? To investigate this question I’ll Ignore the public/private dualism and look at Descartes’
personal life.
In his early twenties, Descartes had a series of three dreams which changed the course of his life
and of modem thought. In his sleep, the Angel of Truth appeared to him and, In a blinding revelation,
revealed a secret that would “lay the foundations of a new melhod of understanding and a new and
marvellous science”[l4].

Descartes embarked on a quest to understand how the mind works,

inventing analylical geometry so that a mathematical model could be derived. This task proved more
difficult than he had anticipated and he never finished his treatise. But he also never returned to the
source of his inspiration. His wtitings do not mention the role of dreams, revelations, lnslghts as the
foundations of thought. Instead he gave all his attention to formal, logical procedures that supposedly
begin with zero.
So we’re talking here about the unconscious. According to Jung as interpreted by Robert
Gordon[l5], “when we say ‘I’we are referring only to that small sector of ourselves of which we are
aware...Jung compared the ego, the conscious mind, to a cork bobbing in the enormous ocean of the
unconscious...He concluded that the unconscious is the real source of all our human consciousnessour capacity for orderly thought, reasoning, human awareness and feeling... The disaster that has
overtaken the modern world is the mmplete splitting off of the conscious mind from its roots in the
unconscious. All the forms of interaction that nourished our ancestors- dream, vlsion, ritual and
religious experience- are largely lost to us, dismissed by the mcderm mind as primitive or
superstitious.”
An algorithm for the self could only include the parts of our ourselves of which we are aware - the
conscious mind - and would have to omit the unconscious, an area we can barely grasp and certainly
not directly. The unconscious expresses itself through the body and in symbols rather than in verbal
or abstract forms.
You hear alot about the quest to develop artificial intelligence and almost nothing about developing
(say) ariificial dreams, compassion or imagination. This rmst be linked with the fact that “computers are
at their worst trying to do things that are most natural to humans -seeing, hearing, manipulating
objects, learning languages and commonsense reasoning . ...It is comparatively easy to make
computers exhibit ad&-level

performance in solving problems on intelligence tests or playing

checkers and difficult or impossible to give them the skills of a one-year-old when it comes to
perception and mobility”[lS].
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What else might be the concept of an algorithmic self omit? To return to Elizabeth Grosz,
“Patriarchal oppression justifies itself through the presumption that women, more than men, are tied
to their fixed corporeality...(Women] are considered more natural and biologically governed, and less
cultural, to be more object, and less subject than men. Women’s circumscribed social existence is
explained - or rather rationalised - in biological terms and thus rendered unchangeable[l8].”
So the feminine is allocated to the other/body/emotions/object

side of these dualisms and hence

would implicitly be omitted from an algorithmic concept of the setf.
For Descarles the body differs from material objects -including machines- only in its degree of
complexity. Thus he links the body not only with the other, the animal and the passions but also with
the machine. But aren’t machines and emotions a bit incompatible?
To explore this tension I will return to Descartes’ private life. He was very Interested In automata and
apparently possessed a mechanical doll or automaton named Franclne[ 191, which probably used
clockwork mechanisms to move and make sound. Very little Is known about it/h$r except that it was
named after (and possibly built to resemble) a well-documented

illegitimate daughter from whom he

was unhappily separated. Apparently the doll acted as a sort of travelling companion and met its end
on a sea voyage when the ship’s captain discovered it In a packing case and angrily threw it overboard.
So here’s a clue: Mr ‘I think therefore I am’ In hls private life linking the body, the machine and the
emotions through an association with the female, specifically a female robot. I must admit that there Is
some doubt about whether this story about Francine is just an urban myth. But even if this is the case,
as a metaphor the story is powerfully expressive.
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The modern equivalent to Francine in popular culture is the female cyborg: part organism, part
computer. Very few representations of supposedly female cyborgs fail to fill me with alarm. A common
image is of a Playboy-style woman’s body and posture, rendered in the sleek perfection of chrome. I
can’t relate this image to my own experience of being female. A recent advertisement for computer
graphics software consisted of such a cyborg, detailed breasts lovingly rendered In chrome, with the
text, “I ROBOT. YOU BOSS.”
One of my students, Carmel Kremmefl201, asked“Could it be that computers are being designed as
silent, powerless, co-operative substitutes for women - in the workplace, in the home, in bed even?
Automated companions who provide “the Illusion of companionship without the demands of
friendship.“[21]?
Is this an extremist view’? I don’t know, but I do agree with this statement from the authors of
‘Gender at Work’ [22]: “Computing is in fact no more Unisex than Playboy....We have to be clear

aboutwhat is going on at the symbolic level and speak out about it.”
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7. Return of the Angel
“Data,

data everywhere

and not a thought

to thlnk”[23]

I’ve identified three areas of ourselves which would be omitted from the concepl of an algorithmic
self - the body, the unconscious and the femlnlne. I’m sure that these are lntlmately linked, I’m also
sure that this list Is Incomplete. I know I have a blind spot, I just don’t know where it is.
I’ve focused alot on Descartes because he Is the defining man of our scientific and technological
culture, the Cartesian coordinate system as it were. Leola Jacobs [24] postulates that the paradigm of
technological knowledge assumes a rational, Cartesian, sex-neutral and disembodied subjectivity.
Could it be that the concept of the self as software provides the ultimate Cartesian, sex-neutral,
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rational and disembodied subjectivity? Could A also be that the algortthmlc seH offers the ultimate
refuge from animality, the unconscious and even the feminine? Perhaps it’s appropriate that Time
magazine named the computer “Man of the Year for 19827
For the reasons I’ve outlined, the concept of an algorfthmlc self frightens me. I think it’s vital that we
invite the body, Descartes’ Angel and Francine back In from the cold and integrate them back into our
conception of ourselves and into our model of the computer.
This Is particularly important so that we do not just replicate and reproduce current values in the
defining technology of the future. We need to be aware that computers are not a neutral tool, that
they arise from and embody the values of a cultural and philosophical context. It’s time to ask whether
the computer reflects a discourse of disembodied and abstract reality, a discourse of power and
control over the other, the ob]ect, the emotions and ultimately the feminine.
As I said earlier, there a ‘chicken and egg’ relationship between the latest technology and our
model of ourselves. So not only do we make computers and then explain ourselves in the new terms,
but also we see ourselves in a certain way and make technology in that image. So what does this tell
us about the way we see ourselves?
I referred earlier to the concept of virtual space. Timothy Leary’s bodily-fluids joke Is funny, but it
also highlights the fact that virtual space can be seen as representing a retreat from direct experience
of the senses, each other and our environment. Is this a solution to the problems of modern life?
Perhaps the violent reaction to computers that one sometimes receives from people outside the
field is a response to this remoteness, to this abstraction, to the idea of reducing the self to an
algorithm, to a piece of information in a giant data base?
So the question is, what can we as artists, scientists and technologists do to return these missing
babies to the bath water? What should we do? What responsibility do we have as people with a
priviledged (though it can seem marginal) access to the defining technology of our age?
In closing I would like to quote two aulhors who, while writing about apparently different areas,
converge at the crucial need for a holistic point of view:
“Our body is ourself. It is our only perceptible reality. It is not opposed to our intelligence, to our
feelings, to our soul. It includes them and shelters them. By becoming aware of our body we give
ourselves access to our entire being- for body and spirit, mental and physical and even strength and
weakness represent not our duality but our unity.“[25]
and
.
“The machine is not an ‘it’to be animated, worshipped or dominated. The machine is us, our
processes, an aspect of our embodiment. We can be responsible for machines ‘they’ do not dominate
or threaten us.“[28]
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